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Postinhibitory rebound delay and weak synchronization in Hodgkin-Huxley neuronal networks

David T. W. Chik and Z. D. Wang
Department of Physics, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, China

~Received 4 April 2003; published 12 September 2003!

Noise-induced weak synchronized oscillatory activities in a globally inhibitory coupled Hodgkin-Huxley
neuronal network are studied numerically. A kind of intrinsic delay induced by the postinhibitory rebound is
observed and is found to be important in determining the overall frequency of the network. Synchronization
occurs in an optimal range of noise intensity with a bell-shaped curve when the inhibitory coupling strength is
sufficiently strong. Comparisons with the results for the excitatory coupling are also addressed.
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For the past many years, the stabilities of synchrony, c
tering, and other global patterns have been extensively s
ied in the framework of the nonlinear dynamics of coupl
neural oscillators@1,2#. Remarkably, synchronized oscilla
tory activities, such as those occurring in the mammal
visual cortex during perception@3# and in human thalamo
cortical area during dream state@4#, have been observed i
various nervous systems. Interestingly, many regions
perform synchronized oscillatory activities are found to
volve inhibitory neurons@5#. According to conventional wis-
dom, the role of inhibitory neurons in a network is believ
to be suppressing each other and generating a winner-tak
competition@6#. In order to have more free neurons to su
vive, this kind of network is seldomly coupled in an all-to-a
structure, which allows more information to be stored. Ap
from the alive-or-dead pattern, nevertheless, global sync
nization can also occur, provided that delays exist am
neurons. So far, two types of delay in the neural netwo
i.e., the transmission delay and the synaptic delay, have b
paid considerable attention@7–9#. The transmission delay
corresponds to the time needed for the action potentia
travel in the axon or dendrite, which is usually assumed to
a function of distance, or simply a random constant with
certain distribution@7#. The synaptic delay corresponds
the rise and decay time of the synaptic current, which
pends on the chemical property of the synapse and is a f
tion of the presynaptic potential@8,9#. These two kinds of
delay exist in both excitatory and inhibitory networks.

To our understanding, there also exist a third type of de
caused by postinhibitory rebound~PIR! ~also known as an-
ode break excitation!, which has received less attention
the past. This type of delay exists only in inhibitory ne
works. It was found that some types of neurons can fir
rebounded spike after inputting a negative current pu
which was observed experimentally in neocortical neur
@10# and could be simulated mathematically with t
Hodgkin-Huxley~HH! model @11# ~to be shown later!. Note
that in the HH model, both sodium and potassium curre
contribute to the occurrence of PIR, while in the other mo
for thalamus@12#, the PIR is based on the slow calciu
currents. Although these two models have relevance to
ferent biological systems, the mechanisms of PIR appea
be similar.

On the other hand, the PIR delay is different from t
transmission and synaptic delays mainly in that it is an
1063-651X/2003/68~3!/031907~7!/$20.00 68 0319
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trinsic dynamical property of the membrane rather than
independent explicit parameter. The phenomenon of PIR
believed to be important in some biological functions such
auditory coding@13# and central pattern generator@14#. In a
central pattern generator, for example, very strong inhibit
couplings are found in the crossed interneurons that prod
alternating rhythms through PIR. We think that PIR may a
play an important role in synchronization in, for examp
neocortex. Previous studies indicated that in the presenc
an external delay~either transmission delay or synaptic d
lay!, synchronization occurs in a globally coupled inhibito
network~see Refs.@7# and@9#!. In this paper, we find that the
PIR delay is also able to induce the global synchronizat
even in the absence of external delay. In particular, we id
tify an intrinsic source of delay to be the finite response ti
of the system dynamics and elucidate its role in the deter
nation of the global timing of the network.

Let us consider a globally connected neuronal netw
with the Hodgkin-Huxley model, which is described by th
following equations:

dVi

dt
5 f i~Vi ,mi ,ni ,hi !1I i2h i2

1

N21

3 (
j 51,j Þ i

j 5N

~Vi2Vsyn!Ji j Gj ,

dmi

dt
5

m`~V!2mi

tm~V!
,

dni

dt
5

n`~V!2ni

tn~V!
,

dhi

dt
5

h`~V!2hi

th~V!
,

where

f i~Vi ,mi ,ni ,hi !52gNami
3hi~Vi2VNa!2gKni

4~Vi2VK!

2gL~Vi2VL!.

Here,Vi is the membrane potential of thei th neuron,mi and
hi the activation and inactivation variables of sodium cu
rent, andni the activation variable of potassium current. T
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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parametersgNa , gK , andgL are the maximum conductance
per surface unit for the sodium, potassium, and leak curre
while VNa , VK , andVL are the corresponding reversal p
tentials.m` ,h` ,n` represent the saturation values, andtm ,
tn , th represent the relaxation times of the gating variab
Detailed values of these parameters can be found in
@11#. I i is a weak constant current input to thei th neuron
which is set at 6.0mA/cm2 for any i; as a result, all neuron
are biased near the threshold of saddle-node bifurcation
that an extra input can excite the neurons and produce ac
potentials. The coupling strength between thei th and j th
neurons is denoted asJi j . Vsyn is the synaptic resting poten
tial: Vsyn50 for excitatory coupling withJi j 5Jex andVsyn
5280 mV for inhibitory coupling withJi j 5Jin . Gj repre-
sents the synaptic current, which is commonly modeled
an a function @8# that can be described by other two diffe
ential equations:

dGj

dt
5

1

tsyn
~2Gj1H j !,

dHj

dt
5

1

tsyn
~2H j1Q j !,

with Q j being a step function and equals 1 when thej th
neuron fires, or 0 otherwise.tsyn is the time constant of the
postsynaptic potential, which is also referred to as thesyn-
aptic delay. There is another delay term,transmission delay
D, which does not appear explicitly in the above equatio
When the presynaptic neuron fires, the synaptic current
reach the postsynaptic neuron after timeD. There areN neu-
rons in the network. Each neuron is subject to an indep
dent noiseh i with the same intensity. The noise undergo
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processtc(dh i /dt)52h i1A2Dj,
where j is Gaussian white noise,D is intensity, andtc
50.1 msec is the correlation time of the noise@15#. The
whole set of equations is evaluated numerically using fou
order Runge-Kutta method with time step50.01 msec.

We plot the time series of the membrane potential of
HH neuron for both negative and positive input pulses in F
1~a!. For a negative input~solid line!, the membrane poten
tial is recovered after the pulse ends, and one reboun
spike is produced at time around 7.5 msec. For a posi
input ~dotted line!, the membrane potential rises immediate
from the input time of the pulse. A spike is produced with t
peak at about 0.1 msec. Inside the network, a neuron
receive a positive~or negative! pulse from the presynapti
neuron if the synaptic coupling is excitatory~or inhibitory!.
We observe that for excitatory coupling there is almost
delay, while for inhibitory coupling there is a delay. Th
delay is produced by the rebound mechanism, which i
result of the different dynamical fixed points of the ion
currents in the HH model. Under the influence of a negat
input, the membrane potential reaches a new stable v
with a reduced outward potassium current and an increa
inward sodium current, causing an overall ionic influx. Wh
the input ends, the recovering ionic currents force the me
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brane potential to follow a spikelike dynamical trajecto
before returning to the original fixed point~resting potential!.
In Fig. 1~b!, we show the influences of the negative pul
strength on the PIR delay. There is a threshold for the PIR
the negative pulse is weaker than the threshold~for example,
25 mA), the potential simply returns to rest and no spi
will be produced~dashed line!. If it is just stronger than the
threshold of rebound~for example,210 mA), the rebound-
ing time will be very long~solid line!. If it is even stronger
~for example,220 mA), the delay will be shorter~dotted
line!. If it is very strong ~for example,260 mA), the re-
bounding time will be longer again~dash-dotted line!. There-
fore a minimum delay time can be tuned by the pu
strength@16#. On the other hand, the duration of the pul
can also affect the length of PIR delay~not shown here!. If
the current pulse is longer, the rebound will be faster, a
vice versa. In addition, the constant bias also has an eff
The higher the positive subthreshold constant bias is,
shorter the PIR delay, and vice versa. The conclusion is
the length of the delay varies in a complex way with both t
amplitude and the duration of the input pulse, as well as
constant bias of the neuron.

Next, we study the condition of coupling strengthJ for
the occurrence of synchronization. Table I shows whether
synchronization occurs~Yes! or not ~No! for different ranges

FIG. 1. The time series of the membrane potential of a Hodgk
Huxley neuron. A square current pulse is input from time22 to 0
msec. The amplitudes of the pulses are~a! 220 mA for the solid
line and 10 mA for the dotted line;~b! 25 mA for the dashed line,
210 mA for the solid line,220 mA for the dotted line, and
260 mA for the dash-dotted line.
7-2
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POSTINHIBITORY REBOUND DELAY AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031907 ~2003!
of coupling strengthJ. The left column refers to the supe
threshold situation, in which a steady limit cycle of firing
seen when the constant inputI 0 is above the threshold cur
rent I C.0 ~or the postinhibitory rebound will occur whenI 0

is below the other threshold currentI C8 ,0) in the absence o
noise. Correspondingly, there are coupling thresholdsJex

5JC andJin5JC8 for excitatory and inhibitory cases, respe
tively. Synchronization occurs whenJ is nonzero. WhenJ is
zero, the neurons are independent of each other since
initial phases are set to be different for each neuron. W
the coupling is slightly positive~that is, JC.Jex.0), the
neurons organize slowly and become sychronized into
group after a transition period. This is because the posi
coupling acts as a positive feedback in the network syst
When Jex.JC , not only positive feedback exists but als
there is a direct spike formation by the large synaptic curr
from the strong coupling. Synchronization also occurs wh
Jin.0. A similar positive feedback exists forJC8 .Jin.0,
plus a direct spike formation ifJin.JC8 . Although the syn-
aptic current becomes negative, its role of organizing
neurons remains unchanged. However, the neurons do
synchronize into one group, but form two to three cluste
Therefore, the collective spiking behaviors for casesJex.0
andJin.0 are not the same.

The right column refers to the situation whereI 0 is of
subthreshold. A small valued is deducted from the critica
value I C (d50.5 mA/cm2 in our simulation!. An optimal
level of noise exists so that spiking occurs through
mechanism of coherence resonance~CR!. Here, the so-called
CR is a phenomenon of noise-induced temporal regularit
dynamical systems@17–19#. In excitable systems, a sub
threshold constant bias together with a zero-mean noise
produce a noisy limit cycle~see Fig. 2 in Ref.@18#!. An
eigenfrequency can be observed through a triangular pea
the power spectrum~see Fig. 3 in Ref.@18#!. In this case, we
find that synchronization does not occur forJC.Jex.0 and
JC8 .Jin.0 for any intensity of noise. This is because t
positive feedback is insufficient to withstand the diffusi
effect of noise. Only whenJex or Jin is stronger than the
corresponding threshold will synchronization occur. Initia
the neurons fire at different phases, and occasionally a l
proportion of neurons may fire within a small time bin. Th
the large synaptic current produced by the strong coup
generates a spike in the postsynaptic neuron. This di
spike formation can overcome the diffusive effect of no
because the refractory period after spike formation acts a
extra clock that helps to synchronize the neurons.

TABLE I. Occurrence of synchronization.

Synchronization~Yes! or not ~No!

Superthreshold;D50 Subthreshold; optimalD

Jex.JC Yes Yes
JC.Jex.0 Yes No
J50 No No
JC8 .Jin.0 Yes No
Jin.JC8 Yes Yes
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In Fig. 2, we plot the rastergrams of a neural network w
300 neurons for a variety of cases. For a specific neuron
certain time, a dot is plotted if the neuron fires. Suppose e
neuron receives an independent noise with the intensityD
54 and spikings are caused by CR. ForJ50, there is no
synchronization because of random initial phases and
Gaussian noise inputs@Fig. 2~a!#. The lower panel is a his-
togram calculating the amount of spikes in different tim
bins, which is referred to as the global firing histogra
Since there is no synchronization, the global firing histogr
shows a fluctuating pattern. ForJex510, raster stripes indi-
cating global synchronized oscillatory activities can be o
served@Fig. 2~b!#, which is similar to that observed in Re
@19#. There is a stochastic synchronization with about 95
neurons of the network fire during a global period. The f
quency of the global firing is about 60 Hz, which is the sam
as the natural CR frequency of individual neurons. The p
odic oscillation of individual neurons is induced by th
mechanism of CR, and synchronization is induced by a p
tive feedback mechanism produced by excitatory coupli
in the network. Peaks are seen in the global firing histogr
@lower panel of Fig. 2~b!#. When a transmission delayD
57 msec is added for the caseJex510, a kind of weak
synchronization is seen@Fig. 2~c!#. For Jin530, a similar
weak stochastic synchronization is also seen@Fig. 2~d!#. The
similarity between Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! is an evidence for the
existence of intrinsic delay in the inhibitory network. For a
cases, the subthreshold constant biasI 56 mA/cm2, the syn-
aptic delaytsyn is set at 0.01~which is negligible in our
consideration!, and the transmission delayD50 except for
the case shown in Fig. 2~c!.

There are two differences between weak@Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!# and strong synchronization@Fig. 2~b!#. First, the fre-
quency of the global firing pattern for the weak synchro
zation is higher than that for the strong one, therefore
raster stripes in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! are denser than those i
Fig. 2~b! @20#. Second, there are fewer neurons firing duri
a global period for the weak synchronization. If we look
the global firing histograms, only about 30–40 % neuro
fire during the global period. However, it is inappropiate
describe them as clusters as compared with Ref.@2#. Since
each neuron receives an independent noise, their beha
are also independent. The firing group contains entirely
ferent members each time, and the overall behavior exhi
a weak synchronization of the whole network.

An individual neuron does not fire at every global perio
which can be seen in the interspike interval histogram~Fig.
3!. With the same condition as that of Fig. 2~d!, the firing
period of a neuron is found to be about 2,3,4, . . . times of
the global period, which means that the neuron skips a r
dom number of global firing cycles. Also the peaks are bro
and not exactly located at the multiples of the global per
value. Therefore the resulting global synchronization patt
is in fact composed of very stochastic individual behavio

We study the power spectra of individual neuron insi
the network in Fig. 4. The conditions of Figs. 4~a!–4~d! cor-
respond to those of Figs. 2~a!–2~d! one by one. In the ab-
sence of coupling@Fig. 4~a!#, a broad peak of about 60 Hz i
seen in the power spectrum, which corresponds to the n
7-3
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FIG. 2. Four sets of rastergram~upper panel! and global firing histogram~lower panel! with different coupling strengthsJ. ~a! J50. ~b!
Jex510. ~c! Jex510 with a transmission delay of 7 msec between neurons.~d! Jin530. In all cases, the constant biasI 56 mA/cm2, the
noise intensityD54, and the number of neuronsN5300. The time bin of the histogram is 0.2 msec.
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limit cycle of coherence resonance. When a strong excita
coupling exists@Fig. 4~b!#, a sharp peak is seen at the C
frequency, which also corresponds to the global period
about 16–17 msec found in Fig. 2~b!. When a transmission
delay of 7 msec is added@Fig. 4~c!#, the power spectrum
shows three peaks. Apart from the two CR peaks at abou
Hz and 120 Hz, there is another sharp peak at about 110
~period equals about 9 msec!, which corresponds to the glo
bal period in Fig. 2~c!, rather than the transmission dela
Finally, in the presence of strong inhibitory coupling@Fig.
4~d!#, a sharp peak located at about 145 Hz~period equals
03190
ry

f
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z

about 7 msec! is seen apart from the CR peaks, which co
responds to the global period in Fig. 2~d!, but is also close to
the intrinsic delay.

In fact, there is an important difference between the
trinsic delay and external delay~either transmissional or syn
aptic!. The effect of an external delay is merely to add
phase difference between the neurons. The global perio
determined by the dynamics of the whole network. Nev
theless, the effect of postinhibitory rebound is not merel
delay. When a neuron undergoes a PIR process, its sta
also under the refractory period which is insensitive to ext
7-4
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POSTINHIBITORY REBOUND DELAY AND WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031907 ~2003!
nal stimuli. After that, one spike is produced and then
neuron returns to the normal state. This extra refractory t
scale~the PIR time scale! competes with the CR time scale
The shorter time scale is always chosen in the rastergram~by
the definition of weak synchronization, the shortest obse
able period is chosen as the global period!. This explains
why the global period is closely related to the intrinsic de
time scale in this inhibitory network. In addition, since P
is a one-off process that ends after the rebounded spik
fired, the continuous noise input must also exist for prov
ing a continuous spike train through CR, which brings ab
a continuous series of PIR events for making up the ras
gram.

FIG. 3. Interspike interval histogram of one of the neurons
the network described in Fig. 2~d! (Jin530, I 56 mA/cm2, D
54, N5300). The unit of thex axis is the average global perio
calculated from a long time series of rastergram.
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Apart from the necessity of largeJ for the occurrence of
synchronization~either strong or weak!, there are also re-
strictions on the noise intensityD and the number of neuron
in the networkN. In the excitatory case, there is a be
shaped curve for the measure of coherence@19#, showing
that an optimal range ofD and a largeJ is necessary for
maximum coherence or synchronization. Here we intend
study howD andJ affect the degree of synchronization in a
inhibitory network. Instead of using the measure of coh
ence, we introduce a new measure of synchronizationY.
First, we divide the global firing histogram@lower panels of
Figs. 2~a–d!, for example# into many time windows of 100
msec each. Although the CR frequency varies with bothD
andJ, the time period is always smaller than 100 msec. F
each time window, we can find a maximum height of firin
counts at a certain time bin. By averaging over many ti
windows, we obtain an average maximum heightHmax. We
then defineY5(Hmax2H0)/Hmax, whereH0 is the average
maximum height forJ50, and bothHmax andH0 are calcu-
lated from the corresponding histograms with the same c
ditions ~bin size, etc.! and the same firing rate. This ne
measure may describe the strength of synchronization f
general caseJ. When there is no synchronization,Hmax
;H0 andY→0. On the contrary, when synchronization o
curs,Hmax@H0, so thatY→1. Y is a reliable measure of th
synchronizing effect of coupling against the diffusion effe
of noise, and the calculation method is applicable to b
strong and weak synchronization. In Ref.@19#, the measure
of coherence is calculated from the power spectrum of on
the neurons in the network. Here the measure of synchr
zation is determined from the global firing histogram. The
fore our attention is paid to the overall behavior rather th
the individual one.

In the main panel of Fig. 5~a!, we plot Y againstD for
variousJin with N5100. For a certainJin , whenD is very
n

-

FIG. 4. Four sets of power
spectrum of one of the neurons i
the network of~a! J50, ~b! Jex

510, ~c! Jex510 with a transmis-
sion delay of 7 msec between neu
rons, and~d! Jin530. In all cases,
the constant biasI 56 mA/cm2,
the noise intensityD54, and the
number of neuronsN5300.
7-5
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FIG. 5. The measure of synchronizationY vs
the intensity of noiseD for ~a! different coupling
strengths Jin510,30,50, with N5100; inset:
Jex510,15 with N5100; ~b! different network
sizesN520,100,500, withJin530. In all cases,
I 56 mA/cm2.
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small, the firing is sparse and no synchronization can fo
At the other extreme, whenD is very large, the firing pattern
will be a mess. Therefore we can see a bell-shaped c
showing that the degree of synchronization is signific
when the noise intensityD is inside an optimal range from
about 0.5 to 10. If the coupling is not strong enough~for
example,Jin510), there will be no synchronization for an
D. For the excitatory coupling, similar bell-shaped curv
can also be seen~inset!.

The dependence of synchronization on the number of n
rons ~N! of the network can be seen in Fig. 5~b!, where we
plot Y againstD for variousN, with Jin530. We found that
for a largerN, the optimal range ofD shifts to a higher value
This is due to the constant bias being set close toI C but far
away fromI C8 . On the one hand, a small input is sufficient
cross the thresholdI C to generate a spike through CR. On t
other hand, a large input is necessary to overcome the
bound thresholdI C8 to generate the PIR spike. We know th
it is the PIR spikes that organize the neurons because
are induced by the inhibitory coupling. Since the coupli
03190
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strength is averaged byN21 pairs of neurons, when on
neuron fires, the synaptic current received by other neur
is relatively smaller ifN is large. Therefore a largerD is
required to compliment for the weakened synaptic input
large N, and vice versa. In addition, as the contribution
individual behavior becomes less significant, a larger n
work is also more stable and is capable of tolerating e
higher D. The result is that the optimal range ofD shifts
upward. Interestingly, an optimal network sizeN5100 can
be found where the optimal noise range is broadest~in log
scale!.

To conclude, we have identified the effects of the co
pling strengthJ, the noise intensityD, and the network size
N on the occurrence of strong and weak synchronization
particular, we found an intrinsic delay in a strongly inhib
tory network, which has an important contribution to th
weak synchronization. We wish to remark that synchroni
tion and periodic oscillations are not necessary to occur
gether. There can be nonperiodic synchronization or nons
chronous periodic oscillators. In the present study, b
7-6
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synchronization and periodic oscillation occur. The effect
CR is to provide a continuous and nearly periodic spike tra
but the effect of PIR is twofold: to induce synchronization
providing feedbacks to the system, and to prevail over
CR time scale in determining the global period. In additio
the PIR delay is found to be sensitive to the coupli
.
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strength and can be optimized by the size of the netw
group.
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